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More than 80% of Americans live in urban areas – and 

that number is steadily growing.

“

U.S. Census Report



          oday, city governments must serve an increasingly diverse,    
  digitally-savvy, and hyper-connected group of citizens who range from 
business leaders to university students to retirees. Each of these citizens 
depends on city leaders to be capable, forward-thinking, and transparent about 
the decisions they make for their city. 

�at in mind, there is no more e�ective tool to communicate these values than 
the city’s website. After all, the �rst place any 21st century citizen would go to 
�nd any information about their home city is the municipal .gov website. �is 
inspired the core question of this guide: 

How can websites make citizen-facing information 
easy to find, access, and use?

T

INTRODUCTION

Information Is Key
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The Information 
Citizens Want to Find

                hen it comes to the type of information citizens want to �nd on a city   
        website, the answer is essentially unlimited: Trash collection 
schedules, street closure locations, contact information for city departments 
and employees, and (of course) instructions on how to contact city o�cials for 
information users can’t �nd on your site. 

�is last element reveals why it’s so vital for municipal websites to facilitate the 
�nding of information—every citizen who can’t �nd what he or she needs 
online will pick up the phone and call to get answers. Every phone call city 
employees must answer is valuable time taken away from their work. �is 
means that municipal websites must prize �ndability for critical information 
rather than letting this information get buried in deep site structures. What’s 
the best way to ensure �ndability? A strong search function.

W
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Strong Search Capability
For a huge portion of your users, search is the primary way they �nd information. �is means 

many citizens will ignore the site navigation you worked so hard to design and instead type 

their query directly into a search bar. �is makes a strong search capability the �rst must-have 

feature of a great municipal website.

However, a strong search takes more than simply adding a bar and indexing the text of every 

webpage on your .gov site. Keep in mind that many citizens don’t know the exact text they 

should type to �nd information. �is means you need to include basic search aids like 

suggestions, autocomplete, and the ability to spell check any typos. �ese add-ons act as a 

funnel to guide users to content that’s relevant and popular—making it more likely these 

citizens �nd the information they need. It’s also worthwhile to test and tune your search 

function to verify that it’s satisfying your users. 

01
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LAS VEGAS WEBSITE:
The city of Las Vegas puts its search bar front-and-center, making it the primary way citizens access city information.



Services-Driven Content Strategy
While powerful search capabilities cater to citizens who aren’t sure where to look, 

services-driven content strategy aim at citizens who know exactly what they want. �is 

approach to navigation design places the most popular city services and pages 

front-and-center on the .gov homepage. Examples of most-sought-after pages include city 

schedules for street cleaning and garbage services, the open times and locations of city 

o�ces, and municipal parking information.

�e natural question here is “How do we select the top services to include in this kind of 

navigation design?” You can begin with some best-practices research of other city sites, but 

the best approach is to conduct user testing and use web analytics to measure common 

questions and clicks from citizens. Your citizens will show you what services they most 

commonly use—all you need to do is listen.

CITY OF CHARLOTTE:
Charlotte’s website prioritizes task-oriented service links on its homepage.

02
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Get-It-Done Wizards
When citizens attempt in-depth tasks like applying for a construction license or doing 

business with the city, it’s easy for them to get intimidated by the number of steps or 

forms involved. To guide users through these more complex actions, adopt specialized 

“wizards” to help navigate each step involved. When designing these wizards, structure 

and wording are vital. Use active verbs to engage users trying to complete a task, and be 

sure to number each step in the process so users won’t get lost.

While these wizards might sound like an extraneous addition to your site’s interface, these 

tools are simply alternative menus to guide users toward very speci�c goals. It’s up to you 

to determine if these streamlined guides are worth the time and e�ort to implement on 

your municipal site. If you do decide to create these, be sure to user test your designs to 

make sure citizens will actually know how to use them.

SAN DIEGO:
San Diego’s “Get it Done” feature for applying for a business license.

03
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Maps and “Near Me” Tools
Maps are a cornerstone of a strong municipal site, communicating information like zoning 

regulations to street closures to the location of public services and buildings. However, 

today’s citizens want more than a JPG of a street map—they want to be able to �nd 

themselves and their homes and businesses on municipal maps with minimal e�ort. One 

way to do this is integrating your city map with a Geographic Information Systems map 

like Google Maps; this allows citizens to get directions to a location or navigate around the 

GPS location of the device they’re currently using.

It’s also important to remember citizens might care less about the map of everything 

around them and more about a speci�c nearby service. �is is where “Near Me” tools come 

in; these location-based lookups help citizens �nd relevant information (like recycling 

pickup) based on whatever address they input. 

VIRGINIA BEACH’S WEBSITE:
This “Near Me” example is a trash and recycling schedule lookup on Virginia Beach’s website.

04
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Webforms
Because so many citizens visit municipal sites in order to contact city employees, 

webforms are an essential way to streamline how citizens do so. However, it’s important 

to balance your approach with one-size-�ts-all webforms (which allow users to use one 

format to report or request a variety of information) along with task-speci�c webforms 

(catered to speci�c purposes like reporting a crime).

VIRGINIA BEACH’S WEBSITE:
This “Near Me” example is a trash and recycling schedule lookup 

on Virginia Beach’s website.

05

It’s also important to remember citizens 

might care less about the map of 

everything around them and more 

about a speci�c nearby service. �is is 

where “Near Me” tools come in; these 

location-based lookups help citizens 

�nd relevant information (like recycling 

pickup) based on whatever address 

they input. 
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Live Chat
�ere’s no better way to show citizens you value their input than by listening and 

responding to them in real time. Live Chat capabilities make this possible by adding an 

immediacy to communications beyond that of traditional webforms. �ese live sessions 

not only allow citizens to quickly express their views and ask questions, but also reinforce 

that city leaders are actively listening to citizen needs. Chat also works well for users who 

are reluctant to pick up the phone or wait for an email response.

VIRGINIA BEACH’S WEBSITE:
The online chat feature for the city of Virginia Beach helps citizens 

get in touch with city officials quickly.

06

�e challenges of implementing instant 

chat are sta�ng to ensure governments 

have people ready to listen and respond 

to citizens at all times, and designing an 

intuitive interface that doesn’t disrupt 

the web experience. For example, 

Virginia Beach’s chat feature resides 

only on the side of the web page, 

provides clear instructions, and o�ers 

instant chat input as well as quick 

response times. As always, the best way 

to verify this feature truly engages 

citizens is to conduct user testing and 

revise the design accordingly.
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Fast Page Loading
While it might not be as obvious a feature as a dynamic menu, page loading speed is a key 

aspect of the citizen user experience on municipal sites. While several factors can a�ect 

site load speed (from infrastructure to code to proper use of images and media), citizens 

will only see the aggregate result. To measure site load speed, we used Google’s Page Speed 

Insight tool (https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/).

GOOGLE PAGESPEED:
This image from the Google PageSpeed site shows how easy it is 

to measure page load times using this tool—just type in the .gov 

URL and click ANALYZE.
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To improve page loading speed, it’s 

helpful to incorporate a CDN like 

Amazon CloudFront. �ese content 

platforms cache images and videos to 

deliver faster loading times for citizens. 

It’s also important to have policies and 

governance in place around the kinds 

and number of images each municipal 

page will include. Having a large 

quantity of high-res images on a single 

page will slow performance no matter 

what kind of CDN a city site has in place.
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Accessibility

Municipal sites have a mandate to serve the entire public, so making city websites 

accessible to all users is crucial. �e best way to ensure content on municipal sites meets 

Section 508 rules is to conduct an accessibility audit. �is audit is an in-depth examination 

of a site to ensure it meets Section 508 rules like (but not limited to):

Besides the mandate of accessibility and the avoidance of class-action lawsuits, designing 

for accessibility includes many features that contribute to a better experience for all users. In 

short, an accessible website makes it easier for all citizens to �nd the information they need.

08

All video content must have appropriate captions and subtitles for the hearing-impaired.

All images and video content must have audio options for the visually-impaired.

�e website must be navigable via a keyboard interface for the movement-impaired.

Semantic Markup and proper Heading tags must be used to enable assistive devices to 
interpret content for users with special needs.

01

02

03

04

Clear text descriptions must be provided for links and where they will redirect users. �is is 
especially important if the link will open a new browser window.

All web-based applications must support assistive technology programs.

05
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�e tab index for forms, data tables, and page content must be optimized for assistive 
devices. �is includes webforms and other features that rely on citizen input.

07
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CONCLUSION

I expect equal or higher quality digital services from 
government as from commercial organizations.

Embrace Competition to 
Achieve Excellence

        t’s easy to believe city government has little in common with major    
        enterprises—but the competition for citizen attention and approval can be 
just as tough as winning and keeping loyal customers. By incorporating these 
best-practices and must-have features, municipal websites can learn from the 
best sites in their class to deliver an optimal experience for all their citizens.

I

– 2016 Accenture Digital Government Survey

“
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Whether you’re a product owner looking to improve your customer experience or a marketing 

director seeking to solidify your brand as an industry leader, Atlantic BT has the answers you’re 

looking for. We can lead a UX audit and research to de�ne a strategy for increasing your 

engagements and conversions on your website.  

Atlantic BT is the experienced agency you need to prepare 

your organization for a bigger and better future. 

atlanticbt.com 



ABOUT US

From design to cybersecurity to online strategy, Atlantic BT has 

solved tough digital problems for enterprises and global 

businesses since 1998. We partner with forward-thinking 

companies to make their digital dreams into reality, creating 

solutions that enable the future of their business. 

atlanticbt.com 

AtlanticBusinessTechnologies

atlantic-bt

@atlanticbt

 919.518.0670


